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Fisher Phillips Grows in Memphis, Welcomes Mark Trocinski

News

8.13.19 

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (August 13, 2019) – Fisher Phillips, a national labor and employment law firm

representing employers, is pleased to announce the addition of Mark Trocinski as an associate in its

Memphis office.

Mark’s unique background includes work at an AmLaw 200 firm, as a legal professor in Bulgaria

and as a foreign service officer with the U.S. State Department for four years. During his time at the

State Department, Mark led the immigrant visa department for the nation of Argentina, handled

highly sensitive information and managed projects to provide and support health care, rule of law

and education programs.

In his private practice experience, Mark advised clients on drafting, revising and executing multiple

forms of agreements, including franchise and change of control agreements. He also conducted due

diligence on transactions in industries including renewable energy, medical practices, medical

devices and agribusiness.

“Adding attorneys like Mark is an important step in our strategy to continue growing our Memphis

office. As employers continue to grapple with the pace of change to the workplace and workforce,

we will be adding attorneys across all practices who can bring efficient and effective solutions to

solve our clients’ most pressing workplace matters,” said David Jones, managing partner of the

Memphis office. “Mark’s arrival greatly enhances our immigration capabilities and complements

our growing team of labor and employment professionals Memphis.” 

Mark earned his law degree from the University of Iowa College of Law in 2005, his master’s in

business administration from the University of Iowa’s Henry B. Tippie School of Management and his

bachelor’s degree in economics from Grinnell College. He is fluent in Spanish.

Mark is the second attorney to join Fisher Phillips in Memphis in less than a year. He follows the

addition of Greg Grisham as Of Counsel at the end of 2018.

Please reach out to our Media team for any news inquiries. 
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